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ABSTRACT 
Refined prediction of early relapse following standard-of-care (SoC) autologous stem cell transplant (ASCT) in newly diagnosed multiple 
myeloma (NDMM) could inform real-world risk-stratified post-ASCT strategies. We investigated the impact of double hit genetics (≥2 
adverse markers: t(4;14), t(14;16), t(14;20), gain(1q), del(17p)) on outcome in 139 NDMM patients who underwent SoC ASCT between 
January 2014 and October 2019 at our center. Double hit genetics were associated with a significantly shortened progression-free sur-
vival (hazard ratio [HR] = 4.27, P < 0.001) and overall survival (HR = 4.01, P = 0.03), and characterized most early relapses. Our results 
support the real-world utility of extended genetic profiling for improved risk prediction in NDMM.

INTRODUCTION

The outcome of newly diagnosed multiple myeloma (NDMM) 
patients undergoing first-line high-dose melphalan and autolo-
gous stem cell transplantation (ASCT) varies widely. With an 
anticipated increase in options for post-ASCT consolidation and 
maintenance, better risk prediction of early relapse (ER) could 
inform post-transplant management strategies. Data from clin-
ical trials have suggested a consistently adverse outcome par-
ticularly for patients with co-occurrence of ≥2 adverse genetic 
lesions t(4;14), t(14;16), t(14;20), gain(1q), and del(17p), also 
termed double hit.1,2 However, data about double hit in a more 
heterogeneous real-world ASCT patient population are sparse. 
Standard-of-care (SoC) clinical datasets collected in the NHS 
and elsewhere, mostly include limited genetic information as per 
Revised International Staging System,3 and specifically do not 
include gain(1q) information required to determine double hit 
status. Since treatment heterogeneity in the real-world setting 
is generally higher than in clinical trials, the relevance of dou-
ble hit and its potential use as a prognostic marker in SoC is 
uncertain. We therefore undertook a systematic review of the 
prognostic relevance of double hit genetics in SoC ASCT for 
NDMM patients.

PATIENTS AND METHODS

We retrospectively reviewed electronic records of all patients 
with NDMM who received an ASCT at the Royal Marsden 
Hospital NHS Foundation Trust between January 2014 and 
October 2019. The Royal Marsden Hospital NHS Foundation 
Trust is an accredited transplant center for a network of referral 
hospitals. Cut-off for record review was the May 1, 2021. Only 
patients with at least 18 months of follow-up post-stem cell 
re-infusion were considered as this was considered sufficiently 
long to allow meaningful conclusions.

Cytogenetic risk markers t(4;14), t(14;16), t(14;20), gain(1q), 
and del(17p) were assessed as per SoC at our institution for 
most NDMM patients from 2014 onward by fluorescent in situ 
hybridization (FISH). Only patients with unequivocal results for 
all lesions were included in the analysis, and clinical data were 
obtained by review of electronic records. Co-occurrence of ≥2 
lesions was classified as double hit, and a single lesion as single 
hit. FISH was carried out using standard protocols, on CD138-
purified bone marrow plasma cells from diagnostic biopsies, 
and Cytocell IGH break-apart probes, 1p/1q and TP53/ATM 
(Cambridge, UK). Vysis IGH/CCND1 and IGH/FGFR3 probes 
were used to identify IGH partner genes and Cytocell IGH/MAF 
and IGH/MAFB to identify t(14;16) and t(14;20) rearrangements. 
Cut-offs of 20% were used for calling copy number aberrations 
and 10% for break-apart probes as per previous FISH consensus.4

The presence of AL amyloidosis, POEMS, participation in 
interventional clinical trials, and transplant-related death or 
treatment-associated malignancy were prespecified as exclu-
sion criteria. Patients who had received cytotoxic chemotherapy 
or radiotherapy for another malignancy or a solitary plasma-
cytoma in the 5 years preceding ASCT were also excluded. 
Patients who continued to be treated with consolidation and/or 
maintenance after ASCT were excluded, as this was not part of 
SoC in the United Kingdom at the time. Depth of response and 
relapse criteria were defined as per the International Myeloma 
Working Group (IMWG) Uniform Response Criteria.5
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Statistical analysis was performed in R (version 4.1.2), 
using packages survminer and gtsummary. Demographics, 
disease, and treatment-related parameters were assessed by 
Kruskal-Wallis rank sum and by Fisher exact tests for numer-
ical and categorical variables, respectively. Progression-free 
survival (PFS) was defined as time from stem cell re-infusion 
to progression as per IMWG criteria or death by any cause 
and overall survival (OS) as time of stem cell reinfusion to 
death by any cause. Kaplan-Meier curves were generated, 
and groups were compared using the log-rank test. Cox-
proportional hazard regression was used to estimate univari-
ate and multivariate hazard ratios (HR) and 95% confidence 
intervals (CI). P values <0.05 were considered statistically 
significant. The study was approved by the hospital’s internal 
review board (SE924).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We identified 139 patients eligible for inclusion and clinical 
and genetic characteristics were representative of a transplant-el-
igible cohort with regards to age (median 64 years; range 32–76), 
sex (62% male), ISS (Stage I 22.3%, Stage II 33.8%, Stage III 
17.2%, unknown 26.7%) and number of genetic lesions (no hit 
51%, single hit 39.6%, double hit 9.4%) (Table 1). The majority 
of patients (54%) were treated with an immunomodulatory drug 
(IMiD)/proteasome inhibitor (PI) combination regimen, 13% 
with an IMiD-based regimen, and 18% with a PI-based regi-
men. In 15% of patients, induction was modified, mostly inten-
sified following suboptimal response (less than very good partial 
response [<VGPR]), with a change from IMiD or PI backbone to 
PI/IMiD combination therapy in about 2 of 3 patients. Twenty-
one patients received treatment intensification: 15% of patients 
with no hit, 11% of single hit, and 31% of double hit patients 
(Table 1); there was no association between intensification and 
post-ASCT survival (Suppl. Figure S1).

Forty-six patients (33.1%) achieved complete response (CR) 
or stringent CR, 52 (37.4%) achieved VGPR, 40 (28.8%) 
achieved partial response, and 1 patient (0.7%) had progressive 
disease. Overall, 98 patients (70.5%) achieved VGPR or better 
pre-ASCT. There was no difference in response rates between 
genetic risk groups pre- or post-transplant (Suppl. Table S1).

Median follow-up was 35.6 months (IQR 27.3–50). Patients 
with double hit MM had significantly shorter median PFS (15.1 
months, 95% CI, 2.73-NA) compared with single hit (24.6 
months, 95% CI, 20.12-27.6) and no hit (35.7 months, 95% CI, 
28.8-39.7) (P = 0.00063). Median OS for double hit was 49.2 
months (95% CI, 40.7-NA), whereas it was not reached for the 
remaining groups (P = 0.034) (Figure 1; Suppl. Figures S2, S3).

On multivariate analysis, number of genetic hits (HR = 4.27, 
95% CI, 2.00-9.10, P < 0.001 for double hit and HR = 3.21, 
95% CI, 1.80-5.73, P < 0.001 for single hit), ISS 3 (HR = 3.11, 
95% CI, 1.56, P = 0.001) and an insufficient response pre-ASCT 
(<VGPR) (HR = 0.38, 95% CI, 0.22-0.64, P < 0.001) were asso-
ciated with shortened PFS (Suppl. Table S2). Genetic hits (double 
hit: HR = 4.01, 95% CI, 1.14-14.1, P = 0.03; single hit: HR = 
3.47, 95% CI, 1.30-9.26, P = 0.013) and ISS 3 (HR = 4.66, 95% 
CI, 1.59-13.6, P = 0.005) were also associated with inferior OS.

ER within 12 months post-ASCT has been negatively asso-
ciated with patient outcomes.6 Twenty-one of 139 patients 
(15.1%) in our analysis suffered an ER. ERs were observed 
in 9.9% of the no hit group (7/71 patients), 14.5% (8/55) of 
the single hit group, and 46% (6/13) of the double hit group. 
There was a significant difference in time to relapse within the 
ER group, with a median PFS of 10.9, 6.4, and 2.3 months (P = 
0.038) in no hit, single hit, and double hit, respectively. Notably, 
we observed that only 1 patient of the no hit group relapsed 
within 6 months post-ASCT, whereas relapses in the same time-
frame were observed in 7.3% and 30.8% of the single hit and 
double hit cohorts, respectively.

Table 1

Baseline Clinical and Laboratory Characteristics, Induction and 
Intensification Treatment, and Response to Induction

Characteristic N = 139 

Sex

  Male 86 (62%)
  Female 53 (38%)
Age 64 (32, 76)
  ≤65 (55%)
  >65 (45%)
Disease type
  Heavy and light chain 107 (77%)
  Light chain only 28 (20%)
  Nonsecretory 4 (2.9%)
Heavy chain Ig isotype
  IgG 84 (60.4%)
  IgA 21 (15.1%)
  IgM 2 (1.%)
  NA 32 (23%)
Light chain isotype
  Kappa 78 (56.1%)
  Lambda 53 (38.1%)
  Unknown 8 (5.8%)
Risk lesion
  IgH high-risk translocation 15 (11%)
   t(4;14) 9 (6.4%)
   t(14;16) 3 (2.2%)
   t(14;20) 3 (2.2%)
  Gain(1q) 59 (42%)
  Del(17p) 10 (7.2%)
Number of risk lesions
  No hit 71 (51%)
  Single hit 55 (40%)
  Double hit 13 (9.4%)
ISS (IMWG)
  I 31 (22.3%)
  II 47 (33.8%)
  III 24 (17.2%)
  Unknown 37 (26.7%)
Induction regimen  
  IMiD-based 18 (13%)
  PI-based 25 (18%)
  IMiD and PI combination 75 (54%)
  Standard induction and intensification 21 (15%)
Number of cycles
  1–4 66 (47.5%)
  5–6 58 (41.7%)
  7 or more 13 (9.4%)
  Unknown 2 (1.4%)
Intensification  
  IMiD//PI based or combination 14 (10%)
  Antracycline-based 6 (4.3%)
  Other 1 (0.7%)
  No intensification 118 (85%)
Pretransplant disease status
  CR/sCR 46 (33.1%)
  VGPR 52 (37.4%)
  PR 40 (28.8%)
  PD 1 (0.7%)

CR = complete response; IMiD = immunomodulatory drugs; IMWG = International Myeloma Working 
Group; ISS = International Staging System; PD = progressive disease; PI = proteasome inhibitor;  
PR = partial response; sCR = stringent complete response; VGPR = very good partial response.
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Patients over 65 years have been excluded from access to SoC 
ASCT in several public healthcare systems, and accordingly real-
world ASCT outcome data for patients >65 has been sparse, 
especially in context of other risk factors, such as genetic risk.7 
Patient access to ASCT in the NHS is based on clinical assess-
ment, not numeric age, and 45% of our patient cohort were >65 
years (maximum 76 years) at time of stem cell reinfusion. There 
was no difference in PFS or OS with regard to patient age in our 
analysis, in univariate and multivariate models that included 
genetic hits and ISS (Suppl. Figure S4).

CONCLUSION

Our results firmly establish an association between double hit 
and risk of ER from SoC ASCT and, within the confines of fol-
low-up for this cohort, poor subsequent outcome for this ultra 

high-risk group of NDMM patients is suggested. Patients in our 
analysis were treated with different induction therapies, includ-
ing induction intensification patients with suboptimal response. 
Despite this heterogeneity, results are highly consistent with 
recent findings from clinical trials1 and support the utility of SoC 
comprehensive genetic profiling at diagnosis, including as a min-
imum t(4;14), t(14;16)/t(14;20), gain(1q) and del(17p), for early 
identification of high-risk patients. These results are in keeping 
with other recently published findings.8–10 With an expected 
increase in choice regarding treatment intensity for NDMM 
patients, appropriate diagnostics at baseline are likely to emerge 
as essential tools particularly for risk-adapted consolidation and 
maintenance strategies.6 Although introduction of quadruplet 
Dara-VTD induction as SoC is likely to improve initial response 
rates of patients with double hit NDMM, recent analyses from 
MASTER, FORTE, and UK OPTIMUM/MUKnine trials suggest 

Figure 1. Kaplan-Meier plots for PFS and OS for NDMM patients treated with standard of care ASCT. (A, B) PFS and OS for the overall group of 139 
patients; (C, D) PFS and OS by molecular risk group (no hit versus single hit versus double hit). ASCT = autologous stem cell transplantation; NDMM = newly diagnosed 
multiple myeloma; OS = overall survival; PFS = progression-free survival.  

http://links.lww.com/HS/A360
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that in particular risk-adapted post-ASCT treatment intensifica-
tion is highly important for this patient group.11–13 The indepen-
dent prognostic relevance of double hit and ISS in context of 
SoC ASCT is also consistent with trial observations and could 
further help to identify patients with unmet need early in clinical 
care.14,15

Our results also demonstrate no inferior outcome with SoC 
ASCT for patients above 65 years, taking other risk factors 
such as ISS and genetics into account. This extends recent 
exploratory results from clinical trials to the more heteroge-
neous real-world setting, supporting use of individual clinical 
patient assessment rather than numerical age to determine SoC 
ASCT eligibility.16,17

A limitation of our study is that patients did not receive 
lenalidomide maintenance or anti-CD38 antibody therapy, 
treatments that only became available very recently on the 
NHS. To date, follow-up for patients treated with lenalido-
mide SoC maintenance or anti-CD38 induction on the NHS 
is too short to derive meaningful information. In addition, the 
significant disruption in ASCT practice for NDMM patients in 
the United Kingdom and elsewhere due to the COVID-19 pan-
demic will likely make interpretation of real-world evidence 
collected from 2021 onward in this context challenging.18 
Data from the Myeloma XI trial shows that the prognostic rel-
evance of genetic double hit is consistent for patients in receipt 
of lenalidomide maintenance, supporting transferability of our 
findings.1 We could also not consider TP53 single nucleotide 
variants in our analysis, as mutational testing was not SoC 
in the United Kingdom for NDMM at time patient diagno-
sis. Although the current analysis was limited to patients with 
availability of complete cytogenetics and selection bias cannot 
formally be ruled out, there has been no indication for bias 
being introduced by availability of cytogenetics in larger clin-
ical trial analyses.1,14

In summary, our results strongly support detailed genetic 
profiling at diagnosis for all patients planned to undergo ASCT 
in SoC and utilization of double hit genetics for improved risk 
prediction and potential future risk-based treatment adaptation 
in the real-world setting.
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